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Arts Network is an arts and mental health charity based in Lewisham. 
We  are a creative  commuity that uses art to improve wellbeing .

The Storytelling Issue 
 Art, puzzles and activities inspired by storytelling.  

ART HISTORY 
MAURICE SENDAK   
Learn about the artist  and make a piece 
inspired by his work. 

ACTIVITY

ILLUSTRATED STORY
Get inspired and learn a technique to 
start illustrating your very own story.  
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ACTIVITY 
AN IMAGINARY

ROOM  
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ART HISTORY 
MAURICE SENDAK

Large  jagged monsters with huge yellow eyes, hooded goblins, naughty children. 
His stories depict kids not as well behaved and polite, but rude, angry, wild! 

In doing so he captures life as it is seen through the eyes of a child, not as 
a cosy, quaint world, but a world of upheaval, excitement, and adventure.  

Sendak describes his sense of the wild spontaneity of childhood through an 
anecdote about a correspondence he had with a young fan. After receiving 
an illustration sent to him by a young boy, Sendak responded with a picture 
and a note saying, ‘Dear Jim, I loved your card’. A few weeks later Sendak 
received a response from the boy’s mother saying, “Jim loved your card 
so much he ate it.”  Describing the incident Sendak says “that was one of 
the highest compliments I‘ve ever received. He didn’t care that it was an 
original Maurice Sendak drawing or anything. He saw it, he loved it, he ate it.” 

This image of a child enthusiastically eating art to show his appreciation 
is a great way to think about how we should read Sendak’s work. It 
isn’t meant to be analysed, considered, or hung on walls; it is meant 
to be consumed. Perhaps this is why Sendak created his work for 
children, in a way they are the best audience an artist can hope for.

Maurice Sendak was a 
writer and illustrator of 
children’s books. His most 
famous work is Where The 
Wild Things Are, a story in 
which a naughty young boy 
runs away from his mother 
to live amongst ‘The Wild 
Things’ on a faraway island.  

Far from the comforting, 
gentle style of illustrations 
typical of children’s books, 
Sendak’s work is loud, 
violent, and often frightening.

Images
 Where the wild things are: Moishe and Bernard (top)

Where the wild things are: Max room (middle)
Little bear’s new friend  (Bottom)

In Maurice Sendak’s classic story 
Where The Wild Things Are, Sendak 
suggests in his illustrations that 
the young boy’s journey actually all 
takes place inside his room.  

This activity asks you to imagine a 
similar transformation by creating a 
picture of the room that you are in, 
only transformed into a fantastical 
landscape. 

So, in your room, look and see 
what objects might be turned into 
something else...  

Could you turn the view outside 
your window into an endless desert 
view? Or what about turning a lamp 
into a tree. 

Think about what shapes pair well 
with other shapes in nature. 

Once you have created your 
imaginary setting, give it a fantastical 
name. You can even create a story 
that is set there!
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ACTIVITY 
DRAWING A SCENE
Materials 

Pencil | Paper | Pen | Colours 

Method 

1 For this activity you can use a scene 
from your favourite book, a poem you 
like, a song, maybe a memory from your 
life.  To demonstrate this activity, we will be 
using the song “The lion sleeps tonight” as 
inspiration.  

2 Once you have picked your source of 
inspiration, all you need to do is picture the 
scene in your mind. 

What do you imagine the scene looks like? 
Picture all the characters, what do they look 
like? What are they doing? What time of day 
is it..?   

Once you have visualised the scene in your 
mind, on a piece of paper write at least three 
sentences that describe the scene, this will 
be the guide that will help you create your 
drawing.  

Eg. 

A tree in the background and the sun is set-
ting  

A big tree with many  branches  

A lion asleep in one of the branches of a  
tree  

3 Divide an A4 piece of paper into 4 
sections, you can do this by folding it 
half and then half again. 

4 Once you have your sections you are 
going to do a very rough sketch on 
each of them. This is just so you can 
play around with your composition, 
you don’t have to add any detail, 
simple shapes are enough.  Place 
the different elements of your scene 
in 4 different arrangements, this will 
allow you to experiment and see 
where things look best.  

5 Pick the composition you like best 
and sketch it bigger on another piece 
of paper. Starting with the object that 
is furthest away first, and ending with 
the ones that are closest.  

6 Once you are happy with your sketch 
you can go ahead and go over the 
lines and add colour or add texture to 
your image.  

This is a great way to illustrate scenes, 
if you want to take this activity 
one step further you can use it to 
illustrate a bigger story, you can write 
something yourself or you can use a 
book you like as inspiration.  

Select the different chapters or 
sections from the story you would like 
to illustrate, you can pick as many as 
you want.  

Use the steps above to create a scene 
for each of the sections you selected 
and voila you have illustrated a book.

3 4

5

6
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IN FOCUS
A. W. J. PILGRIM

Aaron is a prolific painter, writer and illustrator, his work is full 
of colour, life and humour. With a very definite style, his artwork 
manages to tell a story in one glance, his depiction of places invites 
the viewer to inhabit such places in a fun and playful manner. In this 
interview he tells us more about his life and work.  

How did you first discover art? 

I loved art from primary school & managed to get an O level. Art was one of 
the few things I was good at. 

How long have you been making art? 

I did not do any art for nine years when I left school. I then done some art 
therapy in the Maudsley in 1996. I could see a similarity between my quirky 
drawing style (due to eye stigmatisms) and Vincent van Gogh’s draftmanship. 
I rediscovered my love of art and have carried on painting since 1996. 

How does art help you or what do you like about making art? 

When I am painting, I see it as a positive form of escapism. I think, ‘is that 
line straight enough or is that the right colour?’ I do not think about any 
illness or worries. I like the fact that I find art easy and have a natural talent 
for it. 

What kind of materials or mediums do you usually work with? 

Oils, acrylic, watercolours, and soft pastels. 

Do you have a favourite artist? If so, who are they and why do you 
like their art? What are your favourite colours? 

My favourite artist is Vincent van Gogh as I identify with his struggles with 
mental health. Also, I paint in a similar way using garish colours and quirky 
draftmanship. My favourite colour when I was young was illuminous orange, 
& now I really like light metallic violet. 

Are there specific themes or topics you like to make art about? 

I particularly like ‘cityscapes’ often with people milling about in an 
Impressionist style. 

How long have you been a member of Arts Network? 

I have been going to Arts Network for about 2 years. I went to Cooltan Arts 
for years that was similar.
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Do you think your wellbeing 
has improved since you have 
attended Arts Network? 

Yes, as being creative really 
helps. Also, I love making friends 
with other artistic and creative 
people. 

What is your favourite thing 
about being a member of Arts 
Network? 

I love the classes and especially 
the trips. I have no one to go to 
exhibitions with as none of my 
friends or family are art lovers. 

What other things/hobbies 
do you like to do? 

I like being an author and illustrate 
my books with my own cartoons. 
I love being a dad to Grace. I 
also sing and perform covers 
with my childhood friends. I also 
love Facebook and Instagram. 

What is your favourite meal? 

My favourite meal is Balti Curry 
from East Dulwich Tandoori. I am 
a pescatarian most of the time, 
so love fish and chips and veggie 
burgers.

Images:
 Piccadilly Circus in the Morning

(Top page 8)
Sainsbury’s Dog Kennel Hill

(Bottom page 8)
The Capitol Building & a Stairway to 

Heaven
(Top page10)

Marvin
(Middle page 10)

Millenium Dome 1999
(Bottom page 10) 

ACTIVITY 
ZINE MAKING 
A zine is a small  circilation 
magazine typically they are 
self-published.

They are traditionally reproduced 
using a photocopier and they 
normally deal with fringe topics 
that are outside of the mainstream 
and they are made of original 
artwork and text.  

Below is a technique you can use 
to create your own zine using only 
a sheet of paper.  

Materials  

Paper | Scissors | Pen or pencil | 
Colours (optional) 

Method  

1 Take one A4 piece of paper and 
fold it in half along the vertical 
and horizontal axis 

2-Fold the paper lengthwise, then 
fold the ends inwards one to one 
side and the other to the other 
side.  

3 Open your paper and cut the 
middle line  

4 Open up the centre and push 
the ends in.  

5 Flaten into a book shape  

Now you have a zine that you can 
use to tell a story using writing, 
illustration or collage. Have fun!

1

2

3

4

5
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ACTIVITY 
ORIGAMI BOOKMARK 
Materials 

A piece of square paper 

It can sometimes be difficult to put a book down, 
you’ll find that hours have passed in a good story. 
But we all need to take a break every now and again, 
and when that time comes you will need a bookmark! 
Follow these instructions, then slip your bookmark 
onto the corner of the page! 

Method (Difficulty rating: Beginner)

1. Start with a square piece of paper, fold it in half 
along the diagonal. If you are using printed paper, 
lay your paper pattern side down and fold the paper 
away from you. 

2. Fold the two outer corners up to the top of the 
triangle. 

3. Your paper should now look like this. 

4. Then unfold. 

5.From the top point, fold down one layer of the 

paper so that the top point meets the bottom of the 
triangle. 

6.Bring one of the outer points up, then tuck it into 
the paper. 

7.Your paper should now look like this. 

8.Repeat on the other side. 

9.If you would like to turn your bookmark into an 

animal, unfold your paper so it looks like image 3.  

10.Using the horizontal fold as a guide, fold the two 
points at an angle. Then tuck in your paper as in the 
previous steps. Don’t worry if the angle of the folds 
need adjusting, you can do this now. 

11.Then decorate if desired and pop the bookmark in 
your current read! 

PUZZLE 
WORD SEARCH   

Created with TheTeachersCorner.net Word Search Maker

STORY NARRATIVE ORIGAMI 

SCENE MAGAZINE TELL 

LOOK ILLUSTRATE WRITING    

Name:                                          

P I Z C X V U X W Z J X E F Z X Z M R J

D Y Z R R D T F M R X D G B O G T Q O T

G T Q L E F B T M P E K B D M Z L K E Q

D X J J W J A Y S N O K Y F L B H I K M

Z X Z M U D G L E O G B M Y D V D G P O

P Z Z C A O N C L D E B W G N I T I R W

Q W T O A M S T N N R V U H Z K M H E L

P E E R O S N F Y S B Q R D T A J P D C

E T A R T S U L L I L M L W G B E S F Z

F J U R J V M K R W L C X I E Y Y I C A

T P O F L T Z Q A U E Y R O E E T A T F

T I E X Y F C F O P P O O R M Y E Y H L

X E N M T E F A P Z B C F Y P M J L Y F

B I I I S C I Z G H H A H I Y Q V L O I

U K Z Z O V R N T Y S F H V T A K E G Z

G Z A C G B W B R T J I X Y W X M T S S

U Z G F C E M X O H Y O C B A K P N E V

D C A J R L C R Q O E U Z X Z F H K N G

C E M H T A Y W G E P V R Q O I F I A F

X Q M I F Y E V I T A R R A N Y B G V J

Complete the word search, all the words are inspired 
by this issue. 
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STORY 
NARRATIVE 
ORIGAMI 
SCENE 

TELL 
LOOK 
ILLUSTRATE 
WRITING

MAGAZINE

Answers from previous issue :

Anagram 

batik 
printing 
footprint 
Design 
Geometrical 
Pattern 
Repetition  
Stamp

Crossword 

Across
1 stamp 
3 Ink 
6 geometric 
7 vegetable 
8 Cardboard 
10 repeat 

Down  
2 print  
4 footprint 
5 java 
9 batik 
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INSIDE ARTS NETWORK 
CEDAR LEWISOHN 
Cedar is a memeber of the Arts Network Co-op studios, in this article he tells 
us more about his work and inspirations as well as featuring a page of his 
graphic novel “The Marduck Prophecy”.

I work as an artist and curator and do various types of writing. When I am 
in the studio, I work on drawing and printmaking. I also make various types 
of books and publications. I’ve just made a new comic book style publication 
called The Marduk Prophecy. The publication brings together many issues 
I am interested in, such as objects in museum collections linked to African 
and Mesopotamian civilisations, and their contested histories. As part of my 
research process, I visit museums and look at the works in anthropological and 
so-called World History or “ethnographic” collections. I make drawings of the 
objects that have ended up in these museums, and sometimes research the 
history of how they got there. The history of each object tells a different story, 
and through these stories we gain a greater understanding of overarching 
narratives that come together in museum collections. As well as historic 
references in my work, I also include images of the contemporary world, 
often Lewisham! 

The Marduk Prophecy has been Riso printed. This is a style of printing that 
gives a unique quality to the images, and a very rich colour. Riso printing is 
a cross between screen printing and a photocopy. These details, such as the 
type of printing, typography, as well as the paper stock, are all important to 
me when making a publication. For the Marduk Prophecy, I collaborated with 
a graphic designer called Josh Daniels. Josh worked on the image layout and 
sequences. There is no real “story” in the publication, even though the format 
is based around a comic book. The idea of hinting at a story, but not providing 

The Marduk Prophecy is printed in various 
tones of red. Red on white paper. Colour 
combinations are always important in my 
work, and I often produce work in very 
pared back pallets. Red and White. Black 
and White. Red and Black. I often think 
about the meaning of colour and the 
effect that simple combinations can have. 
Think about when you put black next to 
yellow for example. It means something 
so radically different to just yellow on its 
own, or black on it own. Many of these ideas 
around colour I picked up from reading 
the writing of the artist, Donald Judd. 
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ACTIVITY 
ILLUSTRATED STORY 
Materials 

Pencil | Paper | Pen | Colours 

Method 

Below are a few concepts: 

Nature
Art
Your favorite film or book
The Ocean 
Space
Food 
Animals 

1 Pick one of the above concepts, on a blank 
piece of paper or notebook write down as many 
words or ideas that you can think of that relate 
to that concept.  

Ex. Nature (flower, mountains, cactus, birds, 
seeds, growth, mother, rain, equilibrium)  

Whilst you are writing down your words and ideas, 
also have a think of how you could represent them 
in an image.  

2 Once you have a long list- you are going to pick 
a few- each word/idea will be represented in a 
different section of your page. Each of the sections 
will represent one image, so the more you choose 
the more things you will have to draw. The words 
you pick can relate to each other or not. Maybe 
they are just things you want to draw, or

maybe they are a metaphorical 
interpretation of an abstract word. This is 
a great opportunity to think outside the 
box and come up with images or symbols 
to represent that word. For example the 
word ‘growth’ can be repsented as an arrow 
pointing up.  

3 Once you know how many different words/
ideas you want to draw you are going to 
divide your page into different sections, this 
will create a layout, made out of different 
parts just like in a comic book page.  

Divide your page into however many 
words/ideas you choose. You can divide 
your page however you like, it doesn’t have 
to be in squares you can use diagonal lines 
and other shapes. See the examples for 
inspiration.   

4 Once you are ready you can go ahead 
and sketch your drawings into the different 
sections very lightly with pencil. Like in the 
example your drawings dont have to be 
confined to the sections, they can flow from 
section to section. 

5 And once you are happy with your sketch 
you can go over it with a pen or fine liner. 
You can keep the lines that divide the 
diferent sections or you can get rid of them 
in your final piece, finally jusyt  add colour, 
patterns, collage… 

This technique is a great way of creating a 
story without worrying too much about the 
story itself, since by drawing different ideas 
you are naturally creating a narrative.

1

3

4

5
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WRITING ACTIVITY 
TELL A STORY
Within the term storytelling, there is 
hidden a truth about stories that has 
ran throughout human history; that 
stories are made to be told. Before 
they were filmed, written down 
or turned into podcasts, stories 
were spoken to groups as ways of 
imparting history, culture and useful 
lessons. 

This exercise asks you to focus on 
this telling aspect of stories.  

Imagine something funny or 
exciting that happened to you in 
your life. Thinking about the story, 
try to identify its key points: What is 
its beginning, middle and end? Who 
are the principal characters? What 
lessons did you take away from it? 

Once you have the story clear in 
your mind. Write it down. Then 
once its in a place where you are 
happy with it, practice reading it out 
loud! As you do so try and use your 
voice to make the story engaging. 
Are there tense bits? Are there 
surprising bits? How will you change 
your voice to reflect the mood of the 
story? 

After practicing reading your story, 
if you like, you can record your voice 
as you tell your story and listen back 
or send your recording to a friend.  

ACTIVITY 
EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY
In this activity you are invited to make your 
own story using these pictures.  We ask you 
to study each of the images.  Ask yourself 
what’s happening and use your imagination to 
explore beyond the image. Then make a short 
story about what you imagine is happening in 
each one.   

Just some suggested questions: 

1 Through the Camera 

What’s he looking at? What’s he thinking? 
Where is he? Who took the photo? 

2 Dog’s life 

What’s happening in this image? Where are 
they? Where are they going? 

3 Celebration 

Where is this? What is happening? How are 
they feeling?  

4 Storyteller 

Who are they? Describe the scene, What’s the 
story? 

5 Apprentice 

What’s happening in this picture, how did it 
come about? What happens next? 

6 Whiskers 

What’s happening here? Is she whispering? 
Think about the objects in the picture.
 
You do not need to follow these suggestions, 
this is just a guide. Note your first reaction 
to the picture, does it remain the same? Tell 
a story or stories using one or more of the 
images on the right.  

1

2

3

4

5
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Arts Network is a charity that provides an inspirational and understanding                           
environment for people with mental health support needs, and challenges the stigma 

of mental health.
 

It is our firm belief that given the time, space, and support, everyone can improve 
their wellbeing and learn to manage their mental health. At Arts Network we facilitate 
this by enabling people to build relationships and enter into a community centered 

around art and artistic practice.

This Activity book is an Arts Network project designed to bring creativity to peoples 
home and make sure we ‘Stay Connected’.

If you would like to share your creations with us, email them to:
stayconnected@artsnetwork.org.uk

Charity Number 1157803 CompanyNumber 07897115

Its with the support of Arts Network Funders that this issue is brought to you

If you or someone you know is stuggling with their mental health, help is available here:

Mind
0300 123 3393

info@mind.org.uk

Anxiety UK 
03444 775 774  
07537 416905

support@anxietyuk.org.uk

For more information about the charity visit:
www.artsnetwork.org.uk or give us a call on 07402263418

Crisis support 
0800 731 2864 (Option 1) 
to speak to our local 24 hour 

mental health crisis line.

Shout Crisis text line 
Text shout to 85258

Rethink Mental Illness
0300 5000 927

SLAM 
0800 731 2864

Samaritans
116 123 

jo@samaritans.org


